We report the solution structures of the VPg proteins from feline calicivirus (FCV) and murine 27 norovirus (MNV), which have been determined by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. In both 28 cases the core of the protein adopts a compact helical structure flanked by flexible N and C-termini. 29
buffer typically made up of 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 6.5, 300 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT. TEV 159
NIa protease and cleaved tags were removed from VPg by re-application of the cleaved VPg to 160 TALON. Final purification of MNV VPg 11-85 for the structure determination, and MNV VPg 1-124 161 used in NaCl, pH and temperature titrations was performed by size exclusion chromatography on an 162 S75 16/60 column (GE Healthcare) with a buffer containing 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 6.5, 300 163 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT. 164
FCV VPg 1-111 used in backbone assignments and hetNOE analysis was purified as per the MNV 165
VPg 11-85 used in the structure determination. FCV VPg 9-79 was purified by one-step affinity 166 chromatography to Ni-NTA agarose resin (Qiagen). MNV VPg 1-124 and FCV VPg 1-111 and 167 mutant proteins for use in 1D NMR were purified by one step affinity chromatography using TALON 168 hetNOE data for FCV VPg 1-111 were recorded. All these experiments were done using FCV VPg at 174 a concentration of 0.5-1.0 mM in buffer composed of 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 6.5, 200 mM 175 NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM NaN 3 , and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol, at 298 K. Data were analysed using 176
NMRView version 4.1.3 (One Moon Scientific). 177
For both MNV VPg 11-85 and FCV VPg 9-79, the proteins used in structure determination, backbone 178 and aliphatic side chain assignments were completed using an in-house NMRview based assignment 179 protocol (39). This was initially used in combination with MARS to establish sequential connectivity, 180 after which assignments were completed (28). The experiments used in the backbone assignment were 181 HNCACB, CBCA(CO)NH, HNCO, HN(CA)CO. Aliphatic side chain assignment was primarily 182 completed using the HBHA(CBCA)NH, H(C)CH TOCSY and the (H)CCH TOSCY experiments; in 183 addition, the H(CC)(CO)NH and (H)CC(CO)NH TOCSY experiments were used in MNV VPg 11-85 184 for these assignments. Aromatic side chain assignments were made primarily using NOE correlation 185 of aromatic side groups to the assigned H β and an aromatic 1 H-
13
C HSQC. In addition 186 (HB)CB(CGCD)HD and (HB)CB(CGCDCE)HE experiments were used in the MNV VPg 11-85 187 aromatic assignment. NOE distance restraints were derived using the NNOESY HSQC and 
K respectively. 198
NOEs were assigned and structures calculated using the ARIA protocol and CNS including a final 199 water refinement (6, 37, 53). TALOS+ was used to generate dihedral angle restraints that were also 200 implemented in the structure calculation (61). In the case of FCV VPg 9-79 The 1D NMR spectra of wild-type and mutant MNV VPg 1-124 proteins were typically recorded at 217 298 K in 50 mM Tris pH 7, 300 mM NaCl, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol. These conditions were also 218 used for FCV VPg 1-111 and mutants thereof with the exception that 150 mM NaCl was used. The 219 protein concentration used was ~45 µM for FCV VPg and between 90 and 170 µM for MNV VPg. 220 MNV and FCV viability assays -For FCV, the QuikChange II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit 221 (Agilent Technologies, Inc.) and set of mutagenic primers were used to modify the FCV full-length 222 cDNA clone pQ14 (63) to introduce amino acid changes into the FCV VPg sequence at positions 30 223 (H to A, I), 43 (F to A), 47 (R to E, G), 62 (F to A), 65 (W to A), 66 (W to A) and 69 (R to E). The 224 37461_1_art_file_698968_mhwx2s.docx modified clones were screened by sequencing, and plasmids containing desired mutations were 225 selected for further experiments. The recovery of infectious FCV from the selected full-length cDNA 226 clones was conducted using capped in vitro transcribed RNA as described previously (63, 65) but 227 with the minor modification of using enzymatically capped RNA transcripts as described (73). CRFK 228 (Crandell-Rees Feline Kidney) cells were transfected with capped genomic RNA transcripts 229 synthesized from the corresponding plasmid DNA templates by in vitro transcription using T7 RNA 230 polymerase. Cells were transfected with 1 μg of RNA using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) and 231 incubated at 37 °C for 24 h. Cells were freeze-thawed at -80°C to release virus particles and viral titre 232 was determined using TCID 50 on CRFK cells. for full-length FCV VPg (residues 1-111) indicated that the protein was at least partially structured 278 (Fig. 1A) . To define the structured portions of the protein, peaks in the spectrum corresponding to 279 backbone amides were assigned (see Materials and Methods). Backbone amide assignments were 280 made for 98 of the 111 residues; curiously, the 13 peaks missing from the spectrum corresponded to a 281 contiguous portion -residues 26 to 38 -of the VPg sequence. close to or less than zero, revealing that the N-terminal 11 residues and the C-terminal 39 residues of 286 the protein are more mobile. FCV VPg thus appears to possess a structured core flanked by flexible 287 termini. As a result of these initial characterizations, a construct that expressed FCV VPg 9-79 was 288 generated for solution structure determination. 289
A protein containing residues 9-79 of the FCV VPg was analyzed by to-noise ratio in these experiments a reliable structure of FCV VPg 9-79 was obtained. The twenty 298 final water refined conformers with lowest energy have a backbone RMSD (root mean square 299 deviation) of 0.17 Å ( Fig. 2A) . A full set of structure determination statistics is given in Table 1 . 300
This structural analysis of FCV VPg 9-79 revealed a compact core domain (residues 14-76) that is 301 largely composed of a three-helix bundle (Fig. 2B, C) . Residues 22-34, 40-52 and 57-71 make up 302 helices α1, α2 and α3, respectively, and are connected by short loops that allow α2 and α3 each to 303
pack at approximately right angles to the preceding helix. The tightly packed helical bundle at the 304 core of FCV VPg is stabilised by an extensive hydrophobic core consisting of residues V17, L19, 305 W27, L36, L38, V40, F43, L44, L46, F62, W65 and W66 (Fig. 2B) . Residues 10-19 at the N-terminal 306 end of the core form a tight turn that packs against helix α2. 307
Determination of the solution structure of MNV VPg -The FCV and MNV VPg proteins used in 308 this work share 27% identity overall and 38% similarity in their N-terminal halves (12) (Fig. 3A ). The 309 relatively high level of sequence similarity between them and the structural insights from the FCV 310 VPg led us to design an MNV VPg 11-85 construct that was predicted to correspond to the structured 311 core of the FCV VPg (Fig. 3A) . 312 Therefore the sample was analysed at 303 K to optimise the signal-to-noise ratio. A good quality 315 structure was obtained for MNV VPg 11-85, which had a backbone RMSD of 0.32 Å for the ordered 316 residues in the 20 lowest-energy structures (residues 21 to 55 inclusive) (Fig. 4A) . Full structure-317 determination statistics are in Table 1 . 318 Strikingly, the MNV VPg core domain contains only two helices, formed by residues 23-35 and 42-55 319 (Fig. 4B) . These overlay well with the first two helices in the FCV VPg structure (backbone RMSD 320 2.0 Å) (Fig. 4C) . The third helix observed in the FCV core structure is absent from MNV VPg 11-85; 321 instead residues 56-85 of the MNV VPg adopt an extended conformation that varies in position in all 322 of the final conformers. Further support for the observed structure is found in the hetNOE data for MNV VPg 1-124 and VPg 333 11-85, which show that helices α1 and α2 in MNV VPg are rigid: the hetNOE values of this region of 334 ~0.65-0.8 strongly indicate that the two helices have a stable tertiary structure (Fig. 1C) . In contrast, 335 the region that aligns to helix α3 of FCV VPg has much lower hetNOE values (~0.2), indicative of 336 significantly greater mobility than the preceding two helices. It is possible that residues in the MNV 337
VPg corresponding to helix α3 of the FCV VPg has residual structural propensity that was not 338 captured under our NMR conditions. To test this notion, 1 H-15 N HSQC spectra were recorded over a 339 range of pH values, NaCl concentrations, and temperatures to probe their effects on the structure of 340 the protein. MNV VPg 1-124 spectra recorded at pH 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 showed that, although the protein 341 appears to be unfolded at pH 4, in the pH range 5-8 there are no significant changes in the spectra, 342 consistent with a stable structure (Fig. 5A-C) . Similarly, (Fig. 6A) . The structurally more conservative mutation Y40F restored some but 365 not all of the missing amide peaks, indicative of a lesser degree of destabilisation compared to the 366 alanine substitution. In the case of the Y45F mutation the spectrum is very similar to that of wild-type 367 protein. The greater disruption observed for Y40F may be attributable to the role of the Y40 hydroxyl 368 group in stabilising the guanidinium group of R32 in wild-type MNV VPg (Fig. 4E) . By contrast to 369 the effects of non-conservative mutation of buried Tyr residues, substitution by alanine of the solvent-370 We also probed the ability of charged residues observed to be involved in electrostatic interactions on 373 the stability of the MNV VPg core. Mutants R32D and D48R that should contain a disrupted inter-374 helical salt bridge (Fig. 4E) had fewer structured amides in the NMR spectrum but appeared to retain 375 some residual core structure (Fig. 6A ). An attempt to restore this salt bridge using a R32D/D48R 376 double mutant did not stabilise the VPg core. This is perhaps not surprising given that R32 is also 377 stabilised by interaction with the hydroxyl of Y40 (Fig. 4E) . 378
For FCV VPg, F43A and F62A mutations were introduced to destabilise the hydrophobic core while 379 R47E and R69E were introduced to disrupt electrostatic interactions between helix α1 and helix α2 380 and between helix α1 and helix α3 respectively. The structured amide region of wild-type FCV 1-111 381 spectrum has only 5 amide peaks as markers of structure, but the spectra of the F43A and R47E 382 on October 3, 2017 by guest http://jvi.asm.org/ Downloaded from 37461_1_art_file_698968_mhwx2s.docx mutants lacked these peaks, indicative of a large disruption to the protein structure (Fig. 6B) . F62A 383 and R69E retain only one of these peaks suggestive of a core with some residual structure. As with 384 MNV VPg, mutation of the nucleotide accepting tyrosine, Y24, provided a useful negative control: 385 the Y24A substitution resulted in a spectrum that is very similar to wild-type FCV VPg. 386
Having examined their effects on VPg stability, we next sought to determine whether these mutations 387 affected the ability of MNV VPg to interact with the RdRp and to be nucleotidylated. At the same 388 time we also aimed to define in greater detail the regions in the MNV VPg needed for functional 389 interaction with the viral polymerase. In the absence of an in vitro nucleotidylation assay for FCV or 390 MNV VPg that recapitulates the specificity observed during infection (22), the functional VPg-RdRp 391 interaction was monitored using a transient transfection assay that detects MNV polymerase activity 392 (66). In this assay, the RNAs synthesized by the MNV RdRp serve as agonists for the innate immune 393 receptor, RIG-I, activation of which leads to luciferase reporter expression from a beta interferon 394 promoter (66). Importantly, co-expression of the wild-type MNV VPg with the MNV polymerase was 395 found to increase Firefly luciferase production by about 40 to 50% (67). 396
An extensive panel of MNV VPg mutations was tested in the assay, with an emphasis on residues 397 located in the core (Fig. 7) . Mutations in the unstructured N (K3A, K5A, K7A) and C-termini 398 (V115A, D116A, Y117F) did not significantly impair the ability of VPg to enhance RNA synthesis. 399
In contrast, substitution of amino acids within the highly conserved 21 
LTDEEYDE
28 motif that 400 contains the nucleotide acceptor (Y26) (Fig. 3A) all reduced the ability of the VPg to stimulate RdRp 401 activity (see bar graph in Fig. 7) . 402
Mutation of Y40 and Y45, residues that contribute to the stability of the core, had variable effects 403 (Fig. 7) . Although Y40A and Y45A are both largely destabilising, VPg containing Y40A could not 404 synthesize VPg-RNA and nor did it stimulate RNA synthesis, while Y45A was associated with an 405 intermediate level of activity (Fig. 7) . Intriguingly, mutant Y40F, which is more stable than Y40A, 406 had close to wild-type activity for VPg-enhanced RNA synthesis and for the production of the VPg-407 RNA, whereas introduction of Y45F, which does not significantly perturb the core structure (Fig. 6A) , 408 on October 3, 2017 by guest http://jvi.asm.org/ Downloaded from 37461_1_art_file_698968_mhwx2s.docx surprisingly rendered VPg defective for these activities. Finally, although the mutants R32D and 409 D48R should both lack the salt bridge between α-helices, R32D had wild-type activity in the two 410 assays, while mutant D48R mutant was completely inactive (Fig. 7) . The effect of the R32D/D48R 411 double-mutation could not be determined since the resultant protein was not expressed in transfected 412
cells (data not shown). 413
A defect in the ability of MNV VPg to interact with the polymerase should result in decreased 414 production of RNA synthesized using VPg as a primer. To examine whether this was the case, a 415 electrophoretic mobility shift assay was performed using immunoprecipitation of the VPg protein and 416 subsequent detection of VPg and VPg-linked RNA via Western blotting (66, 67). Previous work had 417
shown that the generation of VPg-linked RNA is critically dependent on the addition of RNA and 418
VPg and the presence of the MNV RdRp (66). Consistent with the effect on RNA synthesis by the 419 RdRp, the VPg mutants D23A, E25A, Y26A, Y26F, D27A, F29A, Y40A, Y45F, and D48R were all 420 defective for production of VPg-RNA (Fig. 7) . Overall, these results show that a large number of 421 changes in the core of the MNV VPg prevented proper activity. However, mutations that destabilized 422 the core protein in vitro did not always abolish VPg activity (e.g. R32D, Y40F; Table 2 ). 423
424

Effect of destabilising mutations in VPg on FCV and MNV infectivity -In an effort to shed 425
further light on the significance of the structured core within VPg we also introduced destabilising 426 mutations into the virus genome using reverse genetics (see Materials and Methods). For MNV, live 427 virus could not be recovered from cDNA clones carrying the Y40A or Y45A mutants in VPg, both of 428 which significantly destabilise the protein core (Table 2) . However, mutations associated with lesser 429 destabilisation gave variable virus yields. For example, although the Y45F mutation is less 430 destabilising than Y40F, transcripts containing the Y45F substitution yielded no virus, whereas wild-431 type levels of virus were recovered from cDNA clones carrying the Y40F mutation, a result that 432 parallels the findings from the activity assays (Fig. 7) . The partially destabilising R32D and D48R 433
VPg mutations and the R32D/D48R double mutation all produced live virus. In the case of D48R the 434 on October 3, 2017 by guest http://jvi.asm.org/ Downloaded from 37461_1_art_file_698968_mhwx2s.docx yield of the recovered virus was similar to that of wild type (although notably this mutation eliminated 435 nucleotidylation activity in cell-based assays [ Fig. 7]) , while for the R32D and the R32D/D48R 436 mutants the recovered virus had a 10-fold lower yield 24 hours post transfection (Table 2) . Oddly, the 437 levels of viral infectivity recovered for R32D and D48R are inversely correlated with the effects of 438 these mutations on the ability of MNV VPg to enhance polymerase activity in our assay (Fig. 7) . 439
In contrast to the results obtained with MNV, no live virus was recovered from the FCV reverse 440 genetics system for any of the VPg destabilisation mutations tested (F43A, R47E, F62A and R69E) 441 (Table 3 ). This suggests that the FCV core domain may play a more integral role in the FCV life cycle 442 than its MNV counterpart. However, the possibility that some or all of these FCV VPg residues have 443 functions in virus replication that are independent of the stability of the VPg core structure cannot yet 444 be excluded. 445
446
Discussion 447
In this paper we report the first high-resolution structural analysis of calicivirus VPg proteins. These 448 structures are surprising in several ways. We find that the VPg proteins of FCV and MNV contain α- There are clear differences between the VPg structures for MNV and FCV. While the VPg core from 471 the vesivirus FCV has a three-helix bundle, the murine norovirus VPg core contains just the first two 472 helices of this structure (Fig. 2, 4) . Strikingly, despite significant structural variation, the hydrophobic 473 core residues in helix α1 and helix α2 of FCV VPg are largely conserved in the MNV structure: 474 residues L21, F29, Y40, I42, Y45 and L46 of MNV VPg overlay closely with L19, W27, L38, V40, 475 F43 and L44 of FCV VPg respectively (Fig. 4C, D) . Given that FCV and MNV are representative 476 members of the two major clades that caliciviruses can be divided into on the basis of VPg nucleotide 477 sequences (13), the structures reported should serve as useful models for other calicivirus VPg 478 proteins; in particular, helices α1 and α2 are likely to be conserved features. (Fig. 3A) , which contains many more 482 charged residues. Whereas in FCV VPg hydrophobic residues on one flank of this helix, notably L46 483 and A50, make apolar contacts with helix α3, the equivalent residues in MNV VPg (D48 and E52) are 484 polar and contribute rather to electrostatic stabilisation between helices α2 and α1 (Fig. 4E) . that this motif is found in a conserved location, embedded within the first helix of the structure core 489 such that the Tyr side-chain points away from the core (Fig. 4C) . Remarkably, despite this exposed 490 position, modelling studies suggest that the structure of the core would prevent the Tyr from binding 491 close enough to the active site of NS7 pol to be nucleotidylated by the enzyme (Fig. 8) . 492
To probe how the observed structure relates to function we examined the effects of VPg mutations on 493 MNV infectivity, and on the VPg-NS7 pol interaction using both a cell-based assay that reported the 494
VPg-mediated stimulation of polymerase activity and an EMSA assay to monitor the production of 495
VPg-RNA (66, 67). Some care needs to be taken in the comparison of results from these assays 496 because of the significant differences in their methodologies. First, it is important to appreciate that 497 the two assays have very different dynamic ranges. The infectivity assay can detect differences in 498 MNV plaque formation over several logs, while the two assays for VPg-NS7 pol interaction have a 499 range of only a few fold. Second, the modulatory effects of VPg on RNA synthesis in the reporter 500 assay rely on RIG-I detection of RNA synthesized by NS7 pol , followed by signal transduction leading 501 to the activation of the IFN-β promoter. Thus, the readout is an indirect assessment of RNA synthesis 502 by NS7 pol and the NS7 pol -VPg interaction. 503
However, even with these caveats in mind, we believe that results from these assays are relevant for 504 understanding how VPg structure impacts the functions of the protein. It is notable that the majority of 505 the results from the infectivity assay agreed with those from the interaction assays: mutations that 506 impaired the functional interaction of VPg with NS7 pol generally abrogated infectivity (Table 2) . 507
Exceptionally, within the VPg N-terminal tail, mutants K3A and L21A retained interaction with 508
NS7
pol , but were not infectious in the context of the MNV replicon. It is possible that residue K3 and 509 L21 mediate other activities of the VPg required for MNV infectivity, such as RNA encapsidation or 510 modulation of translation initiation. The effects of the D48R mutant in the infectivity assay and the 511
pol -VPg interaction assays are more difficult to explain, given that this mutant apparently retained 512 on October 3, 2017 by guest http://jvi.asm.org/ Downloaded from 37461_1_art_file_698968_mhwx2s.docx wild-type infectivity but was unable to interact with the viral polymerase. We can only speculate that 513 the interactions within the more elaborate RNA replication complexes that form in infected cells 514 might suppress the observed defect in the interaction of NS7 pol and VPg detected by our assays. 515
By analogy with results for FMDV 3D pol , which is structurally very similar to MNV NS7 pol (Fig. 8A,  516 B; RMSD in backbone C α positions of 3.9 Å) and binds FMDV VPg in an extended polypeptide 517 conformation that positions the nucleotidylated Tyr (Tyr3) within the polymerase active site (16), we 518 reasoned that the calicivirus VPg core would have to unfold to allow the nucleotide acceptor Tyr 519 within helix α1 to adopt a similarly extended conformation. This hypothesis appeared to be consistent 520 with observations that mutation of three Tyr residues in HuNV VPg (Y30A, Y41A, Y46A), all of 521 which we would expect to destabilise the core of the protein, enhanced the nucleotidylation of the 522 protein in in vitro assays (1). However, although alanine substitution of the equivalent residues in 523 MNV VPg (F29, Y40, Y45) were confirmed to destabilise the protein core by NMR analysis (Fig. 6,  524 Table 2), these mutations generally impaired the interaction with the polymerase -although the 525 effects for Y45A were relatively modest. The Y40F mutation, which resulted in a less destabilized 526
VPg core structure, showed evidence of good interaction with NS7 pol and wild-type infectivity. 527
Together, these finding would appear to suggest that the stability of the VPg core structure contributes 528 to VPg function. 529
However, a counter-point to this interpretation is the observation that the Y45F mutation, which 530 preserves the core structure, appeared to completely abrogate interaction with the polymerase and 531 virus infectivity. It may be that Y45 has an important function beyond stabilisation of the VPg core. 532
Alternatively, the Y45F substitution may actually enhance the stability of the VPg core, which could 533 impair its ability to interact functionally with the polymerase, assuming that interaction requires at 534 least partial unfolding of the tertiary structure (see below). Finally, mutation R32D that should disrupt 535 formation of the salt bridge between the two core α-helices within MNV VPg did not impair 536 infectivity (Table 2 Manual docking trials with MNV VPg into the crystal structure of the MNV NS7 pol (Fig. 8) 
